This Week:

- Routine weekly meetings are done.
- Web site regular checks are done.
- Ceng336 Embedded Board studies started.
- LCD is delivered to us. It has a blue background screen with white lights.
- We tried to obtain MAC addresses from AP-400. We prepared a script for this purpose. The script works for all PCs currently connected and displays them on screen. The number of connected PCs is also obtained.
- The design patterns are specified and divided into parts.
- Some additional programs for embedded board are downloaded. Installations of them are completed.

Next Week:

We will obtain datasheet of LCD which is delivered. Design reports will be submitted next week. All members are preparing their parts.

| Kürsat ÖZER | Web site regular checks will be done. Initial design report, final phase will be prepared and submitted. |
| Ümit SIVRI | Design report diagrams are being drawn. AP-400 studies continue with Emre. |
| Gözde KIRDAR | Embedded board studies will continue. The needed programs will be get used. |
| Emre KOSTUR | Retrieving data from AP-400 will continue. Wanted data will be retrieved with Ümit. |